Lords of Misrule by Meades, A. & Meades, A.
Hello, my name is dr. alan meades,
i’m a senior lecturer at canterbury 
christ church university, and my 
research area is play and misrule.
lords of misrule is a game that 
I’ve developed to help me learn
more about how we play, and the 
situations where we choose to 
break rules when we do play.
i hope that it’s a game that
  you find enjoyable, that you
customise it for the ways that
you play, and that you consider
sharing some of your ideas 
and game responses with me.
STEP 1: things you’ll need to play lords of misrule
Name/rule
    cards
some merry 
players
ANSWER cards
ANSWER cards
rumbaba
because lords of misrule
is about confessing to
misrule you’ll probably
want to do this with some
level of anonymity.
think up a name and
write it on a blank
name/rule card.
keep it a secret
and keep it hidden
about your person.
have a look through the stack of rule cards
(at first they’ll likely all be blank), 
think about how you see play and the
ways you play. what rules, laws,
expectations or etiquette are
relevant? what games do you play?
what types of ways of playing are 
important or scandalous? 
write down key words on as many cards
as you want - what’s written on these cards
                                will drive your version of the game.
                                         how far you go is entirely up to
                                             you. however, according to how
                                              you play, there may be plenty
                                               of opportunities to add more 
                                               or refine your deck*.
shuffle the customised rule cards,
dealing out three so all potential 
players can see what they say.
their task is to write a confession
of misruly play that touches upon as many
of the rule card topics as possible.
the confessions can be things you’ve done or things done
to you - but remember, if other players figure out what you
wrote it’s almost certain that they will think that you did
what was written.
check that the players are willing and able to play with 
those cards - 
if fewer than 
three people 
are ready to
play then 
deal again. 
some players might want to
include stakes to the game
with entry to each round
needing players to ‘buy in’. 
i’d not recommend this at
first, but stakes
that accumulate
lead  to very 
interesting and
entertaining
gameplay dynamics.
this is probably at the
expense of strict truthfulness
of the confessions, but it certainly
escalates things.
others say that lords of misrule
works as a good drinking game...
ANSWER cards
however you play, you’ll
need the answer cards
and a bit of privacy.
making sure that nobody can see what you’re writing, 
or identify you from what you put down, 
start writing down your confession of misrule. 
remember, you’re writing about something fun and 
playful that also bends or breaks rules. 
put your secret identity on the answer card and the
three rules that you’re attempting to write about in
the respective boxes, then hide somewhere to write
out your confession. make it as detailed
and as theatrical as you can.
when a player completes their 
answer card have them fold it in half. 
when all are finished collect them up, 
          shuffle them, and hand one to each
             player. each player then opens and
              familiarises themselves with the
              confession of misrule...
              they then read it out to the other
                players - feel free to act out the
              confession, adopt silly voices, use
                      hand gestures or props -
                         do whatever you need to do
                          to recount this confession
                           to your fellow players.
                             of course, it might be yours.
paper &
pens (same colour)
STEP 2: picking an identity - becoming a lord of misrule STEP 3: customisation
*i’m interested in what you come up with, why not get in touch via the website!
STEP 4: agreeing to play
STEP 6: writing your confession STEP 7: performing the confession
STEP 5: setting the stakes
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STEP 8: interrogating the performers
STEP 10: deciding what to do next STEP 11: 
STEP 9: scoring and recording totals
dr alan meades
canterbury christ
church university,
northwood road,
broadstairs,
kent, u.k.
ct10 2wa
we’ll come to that in a bit, but first - collect up 
all the answer cards, stick them in an envelope and
destroy them...
                                        ...even better post them or
photograph and upload them so that dr alan meades 
can use them with his research. alternatively go to
the website and get in touch.
johan huizinga 1872-1945
homo ludens (1938) 
scores are decided by all the players,
including the one that performed and the
one that wrote it (whoever that might be)...
pay attention to who
says and does what,
and if something seems
outlandish or made up 
you need to say that...
do this for all the players and confessions.
after the performers have presented their confession
each player takes it in turn to ask them a question or
query a part of their tale of misrule. perhaps something
doesn’t make sense, or would be worth talking about...  
or perhaps you want to make other
players squirm and think you might
be able to identify whose confession
it is by their responses and behaviour.
each ANSWER CARD has SPACE TO WRITE
DOWN THE RULE CARDS THAT HAVE BEEN
 DEALT. EACH OF THESE HAVE five dots
PRINTED underneath, use these to
  record how well the other players
 feel the confession deals with or
responds to the SUBJECTS ON
THE RULE CARDS.
when we play it’s entirely possible 
  that each player may be trying 
  to win in different ways. the same 
 is true in lords of misrule.
if you’ve chosen to play with 
stakes of any sort the only 
way to ‘win’ and claim your prize 
is to show your name card and 
prove that you are the one who 
wrote those confessions. 
but... do you want people to know?
start with the player with the highest score.
give them 60 seconds to claim the prize by
showing their card. if they 
don’t do this move on to the 
next highest point scorer until
the prize is claimed or not...
once all players have been scored, and you’ve 
recorded the totals you’ve got some choices:
crown a winner... well, invite 
a winner to step forward...
Play another round without
raising the stakes - go back to step 4
Play another round and raise
the stakes: add new cards? add more
to the buy in stake? why not take out
the randomness and agree the questions
before hand? go back to step 5
decide you’ve had enough and let the
other lords play on... the problem
here is that you’ve lost your stake,
and the other players WIll know what
your confessions are.
so, that’s kinda how to play lords of misrule, but it’s
a game about bending and breaking rules for fun though.
this means that you should break these rules or think of...
decide what kind of play you want to do.
i, for example, prefer toying with players
rather than ‘winning’. so these are things 
    I’d do: pick another player’S name as 
       an identity; tell a story involving 
        other players; changE my identity 
          each round; score everyone 5 
           stars; pick one player’s identity 
            and score them high all the time; 
             steal another player’s identity; 
               Form an alliance; 
                ...WIND PEOPLE UP AND
                     just misrule.
www.lords-of-misrule.com
lords-of-misrule.wetransfer.com
yeah, fine... but what’s the point of all this?
aside from lords of misrule being an entertaining game it
is a way of thinking about play and the differences between 
how we play and what is understood as ‘good’ play.
Dutch historian and cultural theorist, johan huizinga, came
up with the following description of the character of
play. it’s by no means the only one, but it gives us a 
good idea of how we regard ‘good play’ even today: 
but over the last 15 years i’ve been 
        studying the ways that people 
             play (videogames mostly), 
               and i’ve found loads of 
           examples of play that include:
rule breaking, disorder,
deception, profit,
risk and power
and these don’t fit into these ways
of thinking about play... instead the
players are seen as bad, juvenile,
criminal or many other names and
labels. the point is that these
kinds of play are seen as:
and i’m not convinced that’s the case.
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having a hard time imagining what a game of
lords of misrue might actually look like?
here’s an example based upon confessions
of misrule and play in alan’s book
‘understanding counterplay in video games’. 
videogames
modding
decei
t
the rule cards are dealt:
modding - modifying technology, software or hardware;
videogames - games played on computingr technology;
deceit - deceiving someone by concealing or misrepresenting
the truth.
Zakhaev
Modding Videogames Deceit
Me and a few friends set up a specially modified version 
of a Call of Duty game on the Xbox. We then tricked other 
players into playing it, and when they played it the game 
stripped them of all the stuff they’d unlocked through 
months of play - or had paid people to add to their games, 
ruining it for everyone else playing properly.
It was me and some of my mates from back home,
probably five of us. All seventeen year old blokes at
the time. HAHAHA! The messages were just so full on! …people 
 were just screaming, you couldn’t make out what they were 
 saying because they were so angry… We wouldn’t say 
 anything back most of the time, but sometimes we said we 
  were Microsoft employees that had had enough, saying 
  “this is payback, you’ve brought this on yourself”. While 
  other times we’d just say “you didn’t earn that stuff 
  properly and you can just start again you d*cks”. And then 
   that’s when all the funny messages start – and they’re like
   What are you doing, Leave me alone! …they send you 
   hate mail and rubbish. And I like that. It’s very enjoyable.
     You spend a lot of time nurturing your account and then 
    it’s your pride. …and then on the leader board you’re just 
    wiped out by someone who’s hacked their game. This was
    payback for all those scumbags... and besides it was really,
     really, really funny.
    It was the funniest thing I’ve ever done on a videogame,
    it was totally hilarious. I don’t feel guilty or anything, these
 people deserved it, and beside at the end of the day it’s
 just a videogame. So what, a few lost a couple of months
worth of unlocks, guns and icons. So what? Get over it.
I’d do it again at the drop of the hat.
now, the rule cards that zakhaev was responding to were all 
about videogames and counterplay (that was what my phd and
first book were about), but lords of misrule is intended to
be flexible and work with the games and ways that you play.
here are some generic suggestions for rule cards to get you
started, but you’ll want to make your own deck pretty quickly.
feel free to make them as specific as you need...
zakhaev’s answer card...
before i get too deep into things...
what act of misrule occured?
who did this act of misrule?
We picked on d*cks - other players who obviously had 
hacked their games to make them look better than eveyone
else and giving them weapon unlocks they didn’t deserve or
know how to use properly. These idiots ruin the game 
for everyone.
who or what was the target of this act of misrule?
It was a fair few years back now when we were still at 
school - three and a half years ago, in the summer break.
when did this act of misrule take place?
We probably did this five or six times, catching about
forty of these players and robbing them of their
ill gotten unlocks.
how often did this act of misrule take place?
ALL of the ones above, but when I think
about it there were loads. The rules of the
game, rules about how to use Xbox Live, and
rules about hacking Xboxes too. I didn’t do
that bit, but I reckon it’s probably against
the law.
what rules were broken?
NO! A few free accounts got banned (I think) but
none of us got any grief about it.
did anyone get in trouble?
       It was so funny, so just like a lot of people we’d been
         playing around with modded games on CoD because 
        one of my friends had a  hacked Xbox. So we found
       out that someone had made a game that took people’s
      unlocks away. So, we got hold of the file and set up a
     match and then started playing a normal game looking 
for sh*t players with loads of good unlocks. Players who 
didn’t deserve it and were ruining the game. Then, after we’d 
written down their names we invited them to play a ‘special 
unlock game’, but we used accounts that we’d made specially 
in case they got banned. Loads of them took the bait and
played in the game, we even made messages appear on the
screen saying ‘adding all mega unlocks’ and shit like that... 
then BOOM! at the end of the match the last second it goes
MINUS INFINITY experience points and they lose EVERYTHING!
   how was it done?
   what were the reactions?
   why was it done?
   how do you feel about it all?
Remember...
lords of misrule is all fully customisable, feel free to make
changes to any bit of it. what i’m interested in is examples of
confessions of misrule that cross the boundaries of play.
i don’t want them just to be about videogames, or games for 
that matter but about play in its most inclusive view.
what do you do that you find pleasurable and fun?
many people might disagree with me, but i think that defines what
is and isn’t play.
now i’ll go into a bit more detail about the
 reasons that i’m interested in play and misrule, and the
whole purpose behind developing this game for you to play...
at the end of this document are template files that you can
print out to make a lords of misrule game set. i’d suggest
copying out the generic rule cards to test the game out
first, as some players spend hours coming up with decks.
holiday
vehicle phone sport valuable hidden offense
prankgangwinningridiculeviolencerisk
opposite
sex
website disgust laughter profit
video 
game
injury loss secret deceit drink
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I found that so many people played occaisionally in mean, 
sneaky, aggressive, profitable and even illegal ways, that 
this made me think that misrule in play is pretty normal...
other scholars have made the same observations, such as 
performance studies theorist richard schechner
with his idea of ‘dark play’, that people often engage in...
richard schechner 
performance studies (2013) 
*This is speculative and subjective historical interpretation of the
 ways that misrule was expressed and enabled through play.
it intentionally mixes the concepts of play and leisure,
and adult and childhood play. it’s also
approached from a european and british perspective.
dark play is thrilling, largely because the player
understands the risks - it is misruly, unpredictable,
and tinged with danger. it is prone to unexpected
outcomes and escalation. it is almost the
opposite of the ‘good’ character
of play that huizinga presented.
others, such as david myers,
have gone further to explore play’s
‘anti-structure’. this is the idea that part
of what play does is challenge, undermine
and break rules and other established structures.
the misruly pleasures aren’t therefore unique to
dark play, but pleasures of play more broadly.
misrule and play are deeply interlinked.
dionysus was worshipped with unruly drunken feasts, 
known as bacchanal. these were popular but worried 
those in power, as they allowed people 
to behave in misruly and unnaceptable
ways. the roman senate passed laws 
to control bacchanal in 200bc. 
however other similar celebrations 
took over, including the saturnalia.
the rise of christianity throughout europe did away with
the festivities associated directly with dionysus, but not
the desire or need to occasionally be misruly.
instead festivities appeared
throughout the calendar
that allowed similar
misrule to take place,
but these sat against
and alongside
christian religious
ceremonies. including
the ‘lenten carnival’.
if that is the case, then play and misrule aren’t different
or competing things, but are elements of the same thing.
this suggests that misruly play is as important to us as
obedient play. if this were the case we’d probably be
able to identify situations we create to enable us to
occasionally misrule...
the lenten carnival took place just before easter, in
medieval europe. it was a festival run by the people, and
consisted of feasting, drinking, hurling abuse at those
in power and breaking normally important rules.
people together, being miscevious, breaking rules,
being mean to eachother and the powers that be.
this is the pleasure of play and misrule, 
occasionally going far beyond the normal 
           restrictions and expectations. it also
           is dangerous - it can go too far and become
           risky to everyone involved.
            the point here is not that the carnivalesque
            is play, but that play is unpredictable,
           anti-structural and takes advantage of 
           opportunities for misrule like the carnival.
         
          in pre-industrial revolution britain communities
        created their own varied and unique festivities,
        rituals and celebrations that allowed groups of
        people to come together in play, frivolity and misrule.
  
       
david myers
play redux (2010) 
the point is not that our ancestors
believed in unruly and playful gods...
...but that they recognised that there was a need, felt by
everyday citizens, to break rules. and that this was felt
so strongly that festivities were arranged to enable this.
mikhail bhaktin
rabelais and his world (1965) 
russian literary theorist, mikhail bhaktin wrote about the
lenten carnival as depicted in the work of french author
francois rabelais. behaviour taking place in the carnival,
                                         the ‘carnivalesque’, included an
                                           awful lot of misrule, against
                                                   the church, the monarchy
                                                            and the powers that
                                                                 ruled over people
                                                                     in medieval europe...         
the ancient greeks, (and romans) 
worshipped dionysus, a god of
culture, play, revelry and drunkenness.
while dionysus was capable of creating
wonderful things he was also prone 
to rage, savagery and violence 
- likely representing the risks of drink 
and excess, but also the risks that
we see in dark play. 
we have to be careful about
relying too heavily on bakhtin’s
work due to its distance from
the original carnival events...
however, it is generally agreed 
that the carnival was restricted
by those in power until it lost 
much of its dangerous misrule, 
much like a modern carnival.
despite this there are many
examples of other similar, but
smaller, events and festivites
that enabled people to break
rules. often seen in english
rural communities these can
be seen as connecting with
elements of the bacchanal. 
carnivalesque:
periodic communal misrule,
feasting, drinking, rudeness,
obscenity, anonymity and disguises
the crowning of fool kings and
lords of misrule, attacking 
everyone - the powerful and weak. 
e.g. mummers, 
lords of misrule,
gladman’s riding, masking. alan meades, 2015
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the arrival of the industrial revolution in the 18th century
had an enormous impact upon our cultural understanding
of play. people left small rural communities
(with their own festival forms and calendars)
for the cities to work in dirty
and dangerous factories.
factories treated workers
as a commodity, with the
emphasis being on keeping
factory output up - accidents
were frequent and workers’
rights and holidays were
almost non-existent.
new forms of leisure and
entertainment developed in order
to serve the factory populations, supported by the spread
of train travel. seaside holiday resorts, such as margate,
took on the spirit of the carnival, all season long, and
just a few hours from the facory.
 
this marks a shift in the popular understanding of play
and misrule. instead of occuring occasionally in a 
home town, for most people it was something done
somewhere else, away from prying eyes, under the
veil of anonymity of a visitor (as opposed to resident), 
and within a permissive holiday attitude.
we can trace this scrutiny of play into bomb-sites and
destruction that covered the uk after the second world war.
people became concerned with the nature
and environment of children’s play, especially
about children playing in dangerous bomb sites.
this fit with a national initiative of
modernisation and slum clearance,
and playgrounds were designed
into the fabric of post war
town planning.
these new playgrounds offered
safer spaces to play in, but
also represent a definition and
control of the correct ways
of playing. while this was no bad
thing it marks a modern obsession 
with the protection and control
of play. 
from this perspective play should
be safe, useful, and only really
for children. we’re back at huizinga’s definition of play...
this led to huge growth
of seaside holiday 
resorts, and later 
foreign charter 
holidays. these
holidays brought
back some of the 
misruly dynamic seen 
within the saturnalia 
and carnival, but instead
of taking place in the centre of a town or city, this
festivity shifted to the edges: seasonal seaside resort’s
coastline edge, or the edge of a far-flung sun-kissed 
foreign destination. the edge-ness meant that these spaces
offered partial anonymity and a sense of unreality - 
they became ideal spaces for play, leisure and misrule.
groups of people were able to mingle and to play.
gradually there was increasing employment reform, including the
introduction of bank holidays, where all factory work ceased,
and paid holiday leave. 
despite this confrontationalism, play’s anti-structure finds 
new locations and forms to enable its full expression. play that 
is more misruly simply seeks edge-spaces that allow it
to take place.
in england over the last 60 years there has been a process 
where geographic edge-spaces (the scrub land, bomb sites, 
abandoned factories etc.) have been used for play and misrule. 
in my own childhood 
and adolescence i 
played in the woods
on the outskirts of 
town, an abandoned
beach tunnel, the 
empty out-of-season 
beaches, and the dark
and alluring 
videogame arcades. 
seaside holiday destinations,
such as margate, catered
for this demand and
entrepreneurs, often
coming from travelling fair
families who had brought
carnival festivites to rural
towns, developed permanent
attractions such as
amusement parks and coin
operated machine arcades.
 examples of these include
margate’s dreamland,
bridlington’s joyland,
and LUNA PArk, coney island.
while this changed play and leisure habits, there were other
simultaneous changes
that altered the ways
children, childhood,
and play were understood.
child workers were
instrumental in keeping
factories working, the
frequent industrial 
accidents and the sense
that children were losing
an education and a childhood
in exchange for work
became popular concerns.
people became preoccupied with the nature and impact of
childhood, and in 1880 A law was passed making education
mandatory until the age of 10 (subsequently extended), ending
the widespread use of child workers in factories.
while the quality of teaching varied, the focus was on making sure
that children developed necessary skills to become productive
members of society, and children’s behaviour - and play became
subject to continual attention, scrutiny and control. 
for me the arcades were
a source of play, danger and
wonder. the games promised
thrills, sounds and graphics
better than any lame bbc 
or spectrum home computer
 could offer, and new machines
 arrived with impressive
frquency. at the same time
the arcades themselves
became an edge-space for 
a gang of adolescents, with
all the hierarchies, tricks,
pranks and petty violence
that you’d expect.
 this experience was so important
to me that I’ve dedicated my
academic career to trying to make
sense of videogames and their communities.
this inevitably places ways of playing
and misrule at odds with the authorities
and general population. this is
perhaps best demonstrated with the
development of the teenager or
adolescent, who is neither child, 
nor adult, and often fails to fit in
with the expected behaviour of either
group. we find groups whose play 
is unnaceptable: gangs, mods, rockers,
punks etc. who when they stray out of the edge-spaces find 
          themselves at odds with the law and society, and subject
                 to the concern that people have about play and
                                                 behaviour in society.
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in the u.k. play has become less and less a visible, free-form,
and collective activity. instead it is often now done in specified
places, many such as skate parks or amusement
 parks requiring an admission fee. inside these
spaces play is subject to regulation and
control - play has become a commodity.
without opportunities to express the
misruly aspects of play these play
environments fail to support the
full spectrum of what constitutes
play, and this element is diminished and
 goes left unexpressed.
 however, the anti-structural nature of play makes
even this kind of well-meant restriction and control
only a temporary barrier, and it is my hypothesis
that play has shifted into digital spaces in order to
once again reconnect with misrule.
taken from this perspective, the various problematic
activites that we see online: trolling, abuse, grief,
scamming, pranks, harassment, subversion... etc.
lose none of their objectionableness
but become much more normal...
please consider sharing your, 
rule decks and answer cards 
with me once you’ve finished
playing lords of misrule!
i’ve even spent time rescuing, restoring and
digitally preserving arcade machines. 
including locating, restoring, and then dumping 
onto mame (multiple arcade machine emulator)
the only known example of a street fighter 2
whack-a-mole game called ken sei mogura,
it’s now in margate’s dreamland and i 
hope that it will be on public display
when the park reopens.
as i’ve done more and more work
looking at games i’ve begun to
question how important they are
to my research, and how much of
what i’m thinking and writing about
is about something bigger - play.
and this partially explains my
loose use of the concepts of play,
leisure, anti-structure and misrule.
i’ve also reached the conclusion that attempts to restrict play,
whether in the shape of a game, or a set of playground rules, 
is at odds with the character of play. as play is anti-structural
its natural state is one of
constant change. this explains
why people will continually
challenge rules, develop
new strategies or move
onto new types of play.
this is also why organised
games, such as football 
leagues, have to update and
change their rules
periodically - without this
their games would fall apart,
or require huge investments
of time to keep them as intended.
of course, this is precisely the same predicament that videogame
publishers and community support teams have: they need to keep
play within an understood framework (the game), but it is a 
constant and expensive battle. sometimes a new videogame release
that adapts and responds to the evolution of play is needed.
in the u.k. over the last 20 years there has been a national
dymanic of urban development, resulting in the rapid shrinkage
of edge-spaces and increased policing of behaviour through CCTV
and private security companies. scrub land, vacant sites and other 
spaces that would normally have been used (often by adolescents) 
for play and misrule have been built upon and made 
inaccessible. combined with a hypersensitive 
perception of public risk (traffic danger, 
stranger danger etc.), play has shifted
into private spaces and attitudes 
towards misrule and play have 
become increasingly conservative.
...they could be seen as people reconnecting
with a well established view of play that
recognises the pleasures of occasional
misrule and rulebreaking. digital spaces
are edge-spaces in their increasing 
absence in physical geographical space.
yes, this kind of play still occurs in the
physical world, but often at specific points
- a football match, a stag do, a lad’s holiday
in the balearic islands... but in comparison
the digital spaces are always available and
offer fertile conditions for a 
bit of misrule.
online we still have a partial perception
of anonymity: there are crowds of people
to mix with, to collude with and to target.
and the pleasures, the risky thrill of
misrule, is as alluring as ever.
it’s therefore no suprise to me
that we see so many examples of
misruly play online - i see it as a natural space for it.
hopefully this gives you some idea of the background to
lords of misrule. the game is really a way to get me to start 
thinking more about the relationship between play and misrule, 
and hopefully encourage a few people like you to get in touch
and help me understand your perspectives.
my plan is to use what i learn through lords of misrule
as part of the foundations of a book that 
does a couple of things:
1) traces the relationship between play
and misrule from a historical perspective;
2) offers real life examples of misrule in
play in a range of different contexts - 
i.e. not just in videogames;
3) challenges the idea that misrule in
play is something done by bad/mean/
abnormal people;
4) explores whether digital spaces do
enable a return to carnivalesque play
- the digital carnival.
alan meades, 2015
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so, what happens when i submit my 
lords of misrule game cards to
you online or via the post?
it’s really important that you understand what will be 
done with anything that you submit and the steps taken 
to protect you as a research participant.
lords-of-misrule.com or
lords-of-misrule.wetransfer.com
1) you submit your game cards via post or as image
files uploaded at lords-of-misrule.wetransfer.com
2) the submissions don’t go straight to ME, instead 
they are processed by a CCCU research assistant. 
only the assistant can access the upload folder.
3) the assistant removes any information that could 
identify you or other players. if it’s an upload they 
edit the images, rename files and delete the original
uploads (and any email address data). original files
are securely deleted, postal originals shredded.
4) when the assistant is confident that everything is 
anonymous it is only then passed to ME. I then try
to make sense of the data and feed it into my research.
printing and making lords of misrule
the quickest way to get laying lords of misrule is to download
this pdf from www.lords-of-misrule.com and print it onto thick
paper or card. it’ll need a little bit of assembly, but nothing
too major.
the rule cards and identity cards (the ones with the grinning
face on the reverse) need to be cut along the dotted lines.
this gives you eight cards per printed sheet. you needva decent
amount of cards to get started, i’d recommend a minimum of 30 
rule cards, some spares to allow you to add more in new 
rounds, and enough spare to make sure everyone gets 
somewhere to write their lords of misrule identity.
the answer/confession cards are larger and more complicated.
they should be printed double sided (the officially printed packs
used for workshops are - get in touch if you’re interested).
because not everyone has a double sided printer available the
sheets in this pdf have both sides on one page. to make a single
answer/confession card simply print the page and fold along
the dotted line, with the print on the outside. the bonus here is
that it’ll give you even more space to write a really detailed
confession, if that’s what you want! 
as everyone plays differently, and because some people will
need more of certain cards depending on how and how long they
want to play, you can download pdfs of just the rule or
answer/confession cards from www.lords-of-misrule.com too.
lastly, here’s an address label to stick on an envelope if you
decide to send alan your finished game cards.
FAO: dr alan meades
lords of misrule
canterbury christ church university
broadstairs campus
northwood road
broadstaIrs
kent, ct10 2wa.
united kingdom 
so, please do give the game a try, think about submitting
your game rules and confessions, let me know of
suggested adaptations and changes and get in touch if
there’s anything that you’d like to add, help with, or
if you’d be willing to be interviewed about play. just go to the
website and make contact. what you submit will be used to create
new academic articles, book chapters and (hopefully) books.
if you find this interesting why not check out some of
my writing about videogame glitching, modding and hacking.
I’ve a book on that subject published by routledge:
‘understanding Counterplay in Video games’
by alan f meades (2015). my journal articles and chapters
can be found by looking at my academia.edu profile
(it‘s like linkedin but for researchers!).
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